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swordfish tamil full movie.IT
STARTED WITH the dubious claim
that Britain would be able to stay

in the European Union after the EU
Referendum. This claim was not

meant to be taken seriously. It was
pro-Remain campaigners, former

ministers, and the media -
including Mr Farage - who peddled

the claim to persuade voters to
back Leave. The claim was based

on a compilation of all of the Leave
campaigns between January 2016

and August 2016 - when voting
started - which purported to show
that Remain had won. On the eve

of the Brexit vote, every senior
Leave campaign official had been

sacked and expelled from
Leave.EU. A few days later, one of

the firms Leave.EU paid for its
services was also sacked by its

client - a Leave.EU member.
Fuelled by an anti-establishment

mood, the Brexit vote then showed
that Leave had prevailed. But even
before the vote, it was clear that
the Leave campaign had been
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dishonest. In the book he
published afterwards, Leave
campaigner Matthew Elliott

admitted: "We did not think the
Leave campaign would win." He

said the Leave campaign had
initially not understood what it
would mean to be in the EU. It

turned out that, whether or not it
won, the Leave campaign would
lose - and lose big. A recent poll

has suggested that more than two-
thirds of Leave voters will regret
backing the Leave campaign in
2016. This has caused a new

round of soul-searching. A number
of Leave campaigners and Leave-
supporting columnists have now
apologised for their fraud. Given
the number of lies they told - and
the number of times they claimed

they would lose - it's time we
started to collect. The first lie told
by a pro-Brexit campaigner was
this: "We will have much more

control over our laws than we do
now." False. The control the UK
Parliament has over laws was
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precisely what the ECJ had more
control over. The second lie, from
Leave campaigner Priti Patel: "The
EU tells us what to do." False. That
is what the EU says. How was she
to know that we have elected EU
commissioners to say what we

should do? 6d1f23a050
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